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0 of 0 review helpful I love George McDonald and all By Customer I mean I love George McDonald and all but the 
text is freaking puny 0 of 0 review helpful Beautiful book some printing poor By L Bouldin The problem is some of 
the printing is poor Some lines words letters did not print completely In some cases making it hard to understand what 
is written For the Webster s edition of this classic is organized to expose the reader to a maximum number of 
synonyms and antonyms for difficult and often ambiguous English words that are encountered in other works of 
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literature conversation or academic examinations Extremely rare or idiosyncratic words and expressions are given 
lower priority in the notes compared to words which are iquest difficult and often encountered iquest in examinations 
Rather than supply a single synonym About the Author George Maconald A Scottish poet author and clergyman wrote 
over forty novels and works of phantasy as well as short stories poems and non fiction religous works He was friends 
with many of the great authors of his time and is said to have ha 
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